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Amacrine cells are a diverse population of interneurons in the
retina that play a critical role in extracting complex features of the
visual world and shaping the receptive fields of retinal out-
put neurons (ganglion cells). While much of the computational
power of amacrine cells is believed to arise from the immense
mutual interactions among amacrine cells themselves, the intri-
cate circuitry and functions of amacrine–amacrine interactions
are poorly understood in general. Here we report a specific inter-
amacrine pathway from a small-field, glutamate–glycine dual-
transmitter amacrine cell (vGluT3) to a wide-field polyaxonal
amacrine cell (PAS4/5). Distal tips of vGluT3 cell dendrites made
selective glycinergic (but not glutamatergic) synapses onto PAS4/5
dendrites to provide a center-inhibitory, surround-disinhibitory drive
that helps PAS4/5 cells build a suppressed-by-contrast (sbc) receptive
field, which is a unique and fundamental trigger feature previously
found only in a small population of ganglion cells. The finding of this
trigger feature in a circuit upstream to ganglion cells suggests that
the sbc form of visual computation occurs more widely in the retina
than previously believed and shapes visual processing in multiple
downstream circuits in multiple ways. We also identified two differ-
ent subpopulations of PAS4/5 cells based on their differential connec-
tivity with vGluT3 cells and their distinct receptive-field and luminance-
encoding characteristics. Moreover, our results revealed a form of
crosstalk between small-field and large-field amacrine cell circuits,
which provides a mechanism for feature-specific local (<150 μm) con-
trol of global (>1 mm) retinal activity.
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In the vertebrate retina, different types of ganglion cells extract
distinct features of the visual world and send different visual

signals to various brain regions along parallel pathways (1–3).
Complex receptive field properties of ganglion cells are shaped,
to a large extent, by amacrine cells, which are an extremely di-
verse class of interneurons in the inner retina that regulate visual
signal transmission from bipolar cells to ganglion cells. Signal
processing by amacrine cells involves not only feed-forward in-
teractions with ganglion cells and feedback interactions with bi-
polar cells but also mutual interactions among amacrine cells
themselves (4–7). While amacrine–amacrine interactions have
long been thought to provide a critical layer of network processing
that enhances the computational capacity of the retina, the syn-
aptic circuitry and functions of this layer of interactions are poorly
understood in general.
Amacrine cells can be divided into three broad groups based

on their arbor sizes in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) (4, 8).
Small-field amacrines, many of which ramify diffusely in the IPL
and release glycine, are believed to mediate mainly local and
vertical (radial) interactions in the IPL. Wide-field amacrines,
which tend to ramify narrowly and release GABA, are thought
to mediate long-range, lateral interactions. Medium-field ama-
crines frequently ramify at multiple IPL depths and potentially
mediate both lateral and vertical interactions. However, it is
generally unclear how different groups of amacrine cells interact

with each other in specific synaptic circuits. Moreover, it is un-
known how such interactions influence the receptive fields and
computational capabilities of amacrine cells and how these in-
teractions provide an additional layer of network computation
prior to signal integration by ganglion cells. To address these
important questions, we investigated potential interactions be-
tween a small-field, diffusely stratified amacrine cell that ex-
presses vGluT3 (vesicular glutamate transporter 3) (9–11) and a
wide-field, polyaxonal amacrine cell (termed PAS4/5, see below)
that ramifies narrowly at the border between sublaminae 4
(S4) and 5 (S5) of the IPL. The vGluT3 cell is a glutamatergic
amacrine cell (GAC) that has been reported to release glutamate
specifically onto ganglion cells specialized in detecting contrast,
direction, and differential motion (12–14). GACs have also been
shown to release glycine onto uniformity detectors (UD) (15,
16), a special class of ganglion cells that respond most vigorously
to a uniform background, but are suppressed by local contrast
signals—a trigger feature also known as suppressed-by-contrast
(sbc) (15–26). We discovered a specific glycinergic synaptic
pathway from GACs to PAS4/5 cells and showed that this
pathway enables PAS4/5 cells to form an sbc receptive field. We
further identified two subtypes of PAS4/5 cells based on their
differences in synaptic connectivity and light response properties.
Our results uncovered a synaptic circuit between a small-field
and a wide-field amacrine cell. They revealed a role of the sbc
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trigger feature in local control of global retinal activity. Pre-
liminary results of this study have been reported in ref. 27.

Results
GACs Make Specific Glycinergic Synapses onto a Type of Polyaxonal
Amacrine Cell. To understand interactions between GACs and
wide-field amacrine cells, we searched for postsynaptic targets
of GACs among displaced amacrine cells since most displaced
amacrine cells are known to be wide-field GABAergic cells (28,
29). We used a whole-mount preparation of vGluT3-Cre-ChR2-
EYFP mouse retina (12, 15), in which GACs are the only in-
terneurons that selectively express channel rhodopsin 2 (ChR2).
We optogenetically activated ChR2-expressing GACs with
a flash of full-field blue light (referred to as blue light or
optogenetic activation henceforth; Materials and Methods), while
recording from small-soma (<12 μm in diameter) cells in the
ganglion cell layer (GCL). We found that a population of
polyaxonal amacrine cells responded to optogenetic activation of
GACs with outward synaptic currents under voltage clamp at
0 mV (near cation reversal potential, ECat). These currents were
activated within 4 to 8 ms (n = 12) of the onset of the blue light
and persisted in the presence of a cocktail (20 μM L-2-amino-4-
phosphonobutyric acid [L-AP4], 20 μM (S)-1-(2-Amino-2-
carboxyethyl)-3-(2-carboxy-5-phenylthiophene-3-yl-methyl)-5-
methylpyrimidine-2,4-dione [ACET], and 300 μM hexamethonium)
that blocked light-evoked synaptic transmission from bipolar cells
and cholinergic amacrine cells (12, 15) (Fig. 1A). They were re-
sistant to ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonists 7-nitro-2,3-
dioxo-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline-6-carbonitrile (CNQX) and
3-(2-Carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP) (20
and 40 μM, respectively, n = 11), the GABAA receptor antagonist
SR95531 (SR, 50 μM, n = 7), and the gap junction blocker 18β-
Glycyrrhetinic acid (18β-GA, 25 μM, n = 5, with 20-min perfusion),
which were applied either individually or in combination (Fig. 1 A
and B). However, these currents were completely blocked by
strychnine (STR, 1 μM, n = 5; Fig. 1 A and B), indicating a direct
glycinergic input from GACs. In the presence of the cocktail and
18β-GA (but without CNQX and CPP), the blue light-evoked
postsynaptic currents had an I–V curve that reversed near −70
mV (near the Cl− equilibrium potential, ECl; Fig. 1C), suggesting
that this GAC input contained only a glycinergic component, even
though GACs are known to release both glutamate and glycine.
Notably, the amplitude of this postsynaptic glycinergic current
varied from cell to cell, ranging from 20 to 200 pA at 0 mV (n = 19,
see below).
The morphology of the above polyaxonal amacrine cells re-

sembled that of WA4-1 (30), PA-S5 (28), and Rbp4 amacrine
cells (RAC) (31) in mice, with dendrites and axons ramifying
narrowly near the S4/S5 boarder in the IPL (Fig. 1 D and E). We
term these cells PAS4/5. The dendrites of PAS4/5 were relatively
thick and sparsely branched, forming a medium-size (∼200 μm in
radius) dendritic field. The axons of PAS4/5 were thin and var-
icose, extending up to ∼1 mm in length. Some dendrites tapered
down in caliber as they projected away from the soma and
transformed into thin axons, but most axons either emanated
from the soma or branched off abruptly from dendrites, often
forming an obtuse angle with the dendrites (Fig. 1 D and E).
PAS4/5 axons ramified only in the IPL and did not project to the
GCL or the optic nerve head. The dendritic trees of PAS4/5 cells
were decorated with numerous spines and intermittent append-
ages. Notably, some of these spines and appendages extended
into the S4 layer and occasionally farther to the S3/S4 border,
where they appeared to contact with GAC dendrites (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1). Conversely, although GACs ramify predomi-
nantly between S2 and S3 layers, some of their distal dendritic
tips protruded to S4 and even S4/S5 border of IPL and made
contacts with the dendrites (especially dendritic spines) and,
rarely, proximal axons of PAS4/5 cells (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Thus, GACs and PAS4/5 seemed to specifically reach out to each
other using the fine dendritic processes that extended out of
their main arbors.

Receptive Field Properties of the Two PAS4/5 Cell Subtypes. To un-
derstand the receptive field properties of PAS4/5 cells, we first
illuminated the retina with light spots of various sizes. We found
two characteristically different types of light responses from
PAS4/5 cells. Cells with type 1 light response characteristics
(referred to as PAS4/5-1 henceforth) displayed maintained
background spikes (under on-cell loose-patch recording) in the
presence of a uniform, dark background. A center light spot of
100 μm radius (referred to as a small spot henceforth) evoked a
transient suppression of the background spikes at the light onset
(ON) and often a suppression of spikes at the light offset (OFF)
as well (Fig. 2A). The transient ON spike suppression (recorded
under on-cell loose patch clamp) corresponded to a transient
membrane hyperpolarization (recorded under whole-cell current
clamp; Fig. 2A) and a large transient ON inhibitory postsynaptic
current (under whole-cell voltage clamp; Fig. 2B), suggesting
that an ON center inhibitory input was responsible for the ON
spike suppression. However, when the same PAS4/5-1 cell was
stimulated by a 1,000-μm-radius light spot (referred to as a large
spot henceforth), the transient ON spike suppression and the
transient ON inhibitory input were greatly reduced, and the cell
instead gave a robust ON response with a large increase in firing
rate, suggesting that the inhibitory input to PAS4/5-1 cells was
suppressed presynaptically by the large spot (Fig. 2 A and B).
This spatial profile of the inhibitory input to PAS4/5-1 cells
closely matched the GAC receptive field, which has a small ex-
citatory center that is completely suppressible by a strong in-
hibitory surround of up to 1,000 μm in radius (12, 14, 15). The
polarity of the inhibitory input to PAS4/5-1 cells (ON input only,
no OFF; Fig. 2 B and C) also matched the local response polarity
of GAC dendrites, which give ON responses in the ON sub-
lamina and OFF responses in the OFF sublamina of the IPL (32,
33), consistent with a major contribution of GACs to the light-
evoked inhibitory input to PAS4/5-1 cells. Notably, the above
light response properties of PAS4/5-1 cells closely resemble the
sbc receptive field properties of UDs (15–18, 20), which also
receive a major glycinergic input from GACs (15, 16).
When a PAS4/5-1 cell was stimulated with a large spot, the

spike suppression at light offset often remained. This OFF sup-
pression was not associated with a postsynaptic inhibitory current
input to PAS4/5-1 cells under either small- or large-spot stimu-
lation (Fig. 2 A and B). Instead, it was often accompanied by a
reduction in the excitatory input (seen as an outward shift in the
baseline current at −70 mV and a reduction in baseline excit-
atory current noise; Fig. 2B), indicating a different underlying
mechanism, most likely mediated by a presynaptic inhibition of
bipolar cells as seen similarly with UDs (15).
The light-evoked excitatory synaptic input to PAS4/5-1 cells

(under voltage clamp at −70 mV) was relatively small (Fig. 2B),
similar in both size and kinetics to the light-evoked excitatory
input to a UD (15). This excitatory input had an ON polarity
presumably from ON bipolar cells terminating near S4/S5 layers
since GACs did not make glutamatergic synapses onto PAS4/5-1
cells (Fig. 1 A and C). Unlike the light-evoked inhibitory input,
which was greatly suppressed by a large spot, the ON excitatory
input to a PAS4/5-1 was not suppressed by the large spot (Fig.
2B). Notably, although light spots evoked only a small excitatory
input to PAS4/5-1 cells, the baseline holding current at −70 mV
contained numerous small-amplitude background excitatory in-
puts, which likely contributed to the cells’ spontaneous spiking
and irradiance detection (see below).
The spatial profiles of light-driven excitatory and inhibitory

inputs to PAS4/5-1 cells were further mapped with light annuli
of various radii. Both the large inhibitory and small excitatory
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inputs were confined within a center area of ∼200 μm in radius,
matching the dendritic field size of PAS4/5 cells, with only a tiny
inhibitory input at 0 mV and a transient suppression of the
baseline excitatory input at −70 mV from areas outside the
dendritic field (defined as the surround of a PAS4/5-1 cell) (Fig.
2C). Thus, unlike the center-excitatory, surround-inhibitory re-
ceptive field of most other retinal neurons, the receptive field of
a PAS4/5-1 was dominated by a direct inhibitory input from the
center, with no/little direct inhibition from its surround (Fig. 2C).
Moreover, since the surround presynaptically suppressed the
center inhibitory input to the PAS4/5-1 (Fig. 2B), the effective
PAS4/5-1 receptive field could be characterized as being center-
inhibitory, surround-disinhibitory/excitatory. This unusual receptive
structure gave rise to the SBC trigger feature in PAS4/5-1s.
Cells with type 2 light response characteristics (referred to as

PAS4/5-2 henceforth) also showed maintained spikes in a uniform
dark background. However, in response to a small light spot,
PAS4/5-2 rapidly generated robust ON spikes, without the initial
transient suppression of spikes and the membrane hyperpolar-
ization seen in PAS4/5-1 cells (Fig. 2A). A large spot evoked even
more spikes in PAS4/5-2 cells, but the response profile remained
similar to that elicited by a small spot (Fig. 2A). Thus, PAS4/5-2
cells lacked the sbc receptive field seen in PAS4/5-1 cells (Fig. 2 A
and D). Voltage-clamp recording further showed that during a
small-spot illumination, PAS4/5-2 cells received a much smaller
inhibitory input than PAS4/5-1 cells did (Fig. 2B), resulting in an
inhibitory charge transfer (at 0 mV) of 45 ± 9 pC (n = 8), com-
pared to 141 ± 21 pC (n = 8, P = 0.0010) for PAS4/5-1 cells (Fig.
2E). The waveforms of light-evoked excitatory and inhibitory
current inputs were also different between PAS4/5-1 and PAS4/5-2
(Fig. 2B), although the spatial extent of the inputs (center receptive
field size) matched the dendritic field size in both subtypes (Fig. 2 C
and F).
Notably, PAS4/5-2 cells received a much smaller direct glyci-

nergic input from GACs than the PAS4/5-1 cells did. The peak
postsynaptic response amplitudes to optogenetic activation of
GACs were 124 ± 11 pA (n = 10) and 63 ± 12 pA (n = 9, P =
0.0012) in PAS4/5-1 and PAS4/5-2 cells, respectively (responses to
optogenetic activation were measured after PAS4/5-1 and PAS4/
5-2 cells had been identified based on their receptive field
characteristics) (Fig. 2G). When data from both PAS4/5 sub-
types were pooled together, we found a close correlation be-
tween the amplitude of optogenetically evoked GAC input and
the amplitude of small-spot–evoked inhibitory input (r2 = 0.43;
Fig. 2H). Kernel density analysis showed that the pooled data
fell into two separate clusters corresponding to the two sub-
types of PAS4/5 cells (Fig. 2I). However, no consistent mor-
phological difference was detected between PAS4/5-1 and
PAS4/5-2 cells.

Contributions of GACs to the sbc Receptive Field Characteristics of
PAS4/5-1s. Pharmacological experiments further showed that the
majority of the small-spot–evoked inhibitory input to PAS4/5-1
cells was mediated by glycine receptors because STR (1 μM)
blocked 83 ± 4% (n = 4) of the peak inhibitory input, whereas SR
(50 μM) blocked only 15 ± 9.6% (n = 4) (Fig. 3 A, B, and D). In
contrast, the light-evoked inhibitory input to a PAS4/5-2, which
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PAS4/5 cell in A, showing putative dendrites (red) and axons (black). Arrow
heads show putative contact points with GAC dendrites identified under
two-photon imaging. (E) Expanded view of the demarcated area in D,
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was much smaller than that to a PAS4/5-1, was more sensitive to
SR than to STR (Fig. 3 A, B, and D). STR also eliminated the
transient ON spike suppression and the transient membrane hy-
perpolarization seen from PAS4/5-1 cells in response to a small-spot
stimulation (Fig. 3C). In the presence of STR, the number of small-
spot–evoked spikes in PAS4/5-1s increased dramatically, such that
the response patterns to small- and large-spot illumination became
similar (Fig. 3 C and E). On the other hand, PAS4/5-2 cells did not
show a transient membrane hyperpolarization or spike suppression
in response to the onset of a small light spot, and the specific effects
of STR on the sbc response characteristics of PAS4/5-1 cells were
not observed from PAS4/5-2 cells (Fig. 3 C and E). These results
were consistent with a critical role of GACs in shaping the char-
acteristic sbc receptive properties of PAS4/5-1 cells.
To illustrate the direct contribution of GACs to the charac-

teristic sbc spike pattern of PAS4/5-1 cells, we investigated
whether the glycinergic input from GACs alone was sufficient to
produce the kind of spike suppression that mimics the charac-
teristic sbc response of PAS4/5-1 cells under small-spot illumi-
nation. We first recorded PAS4/5-1 responses to a small light
spot under current clamp in control (Fig. 3F, first trace). We
then blocked all visually driven inputs to PAS4/5-1 cells with a
cocktail (L-AP4, ACET, and HEX). To compensate for the sig-
nificant reduction in PAS4/5-1 baseline spiking activity caused by
the cocktail, we also injected a small step of depolarizing holding
current (∼50 pA) to PAS4/5-1 cells, so that they maintained a
background spike rate similar to the spike rate in control (Fig.
3F, second trace). Under this condition, direct optogenetic ac-
tivation of GACs alone (with a 1-s blue light flash) effectively
induced in PAS4/5-1 cells a spike suppression and a membrane
hyperpolarization (Fig. 3F, third trace) that mimicked the tran-
sient spike suppression and membrane hyperpolarization typi-
cally seen in the response to the onset of a small light spot in
control (Fig. 3F, first trace). This direct suppressive effect of
GACs on the PAS4/5-1 could be blocked by STR (Fig. 3F, fourth
trace), confirming that the glycinergic input from GACs alone
was sufficient to produce an ON spike suppression that mim-
icked the corresponding characteristic features of the sbc re-
ceptive field of PAS4/5-1 cells.

Kinetics of the GAC Input to PAS4/5-1 Cells. The light-evoked in-
hibitory input to a PAS4/5-1 was transient in kinetics (Fig. 4A,
under voltage clamp). This transient inhibitory input produced
only a transient suppression of the initial spike response to a
prolonged (e.g., 20 s) stimulation by a small light spot, with little
effect on the remaining sustained response (Fig. 4B, under cur-
rent clamp). However, when the same light spot was flashed for
the same prolonged period (20 s) at a higher temporal frequency
(1 Hz), it evoked repetitive bursts of inhibitory current inputs
(Fig. 4C, under voltage clamp), which were able to suppress the
spike response throughout the prolonged stimulation duration
(Fig. 4D, under current clamp). Increasing the light spot size
(from 100 to 1,000 μm radius) reduced the spike suppression
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but not the PAS4/5-2 cell. (B) Responses of a PAS4/5-1 and a PAS4/5-2 to small
and large light spot illumination under whole-cell voltage clamp at 0 mV
(blue) and −70 mV (red). (C) Responses of a PAS4/5-1 and a PAS4/5-2 to light
annuli of various radii under on-cell loose-patch (Top) and whole-cell

voltage-clamp recording (Bottom). Light annuli were 50 μm in thickness with
outer radii denoted by r. (D) Mean spike rate (during the initial 0.5 s of the
response to a light spot) as a function of spot radius, showing a spot size-
dependent suppression of spikes in PAS4/5-1 but not PAS4/5-2 cells. (E)
Charge transfer of excitatory and inhibitory current responses (integral of
current responses at −70 and 0 mV, respectively) to small (100-μm radius) and
large (1,000-μm radius) light spot stimulation. (F) Peak excitatory (at −70 mV)
and inhibitory (at 0 mV) current responses of PAS4/5-1 (n = 6) and PAS4/5-2
cells (n = 6) in responses to light annuli of various radii. (G) Comparison of
optogenetically evoked GAC input (peak current at 0 mV in the cocktail) be-
tween PAS4/5-1 (n = 10) and PAS4/5-2 (n = 9) cells. (H) Regression analysis of
small-spot–evoked center inhibitory input and optogenetically evoked GAC
input to PAS4/5-1 and PAS4/5-2 cells. R2, coefficient of determination. (I) Kernel
density analysis of same data shown in H.
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during the prolonged, high-frequency light stimulation (Fig. 4
E and F), consistent with the GAC input being suppressed under
the large-spot illumination (12, 14, 15). Similarly, STR also sig-
nificantly reduced spike suppression during the prolonged, high-
frequency stimulation by the small light spot (Fig. 4E), but it had
a much less effect on the spike responses to high-frequency
stimulation by a large spot (Fig. 4F), presumably because the
glycinergic input from GACs was already suppressed by the
large light spot. Together, the above results suggested that
the inhibition from GACs to PAS4/5-1s was tuned to spatially
contrasting and temporally varying stimuli.

Irradiance-Encoding Responses of PAS4/5 Cells. We also examined
the responses of PAS4/5 cells to full-field, uniform light of var-
ious intensities, an illumination condition where the GAC input
was expected to be largely suppressed. Both PAS4/5-1 and PAS4/
5-2 cells displayed sustained spikes in response to uniform light
illumination, with spike rates that were proportional to the light
intensity (Fig. 5 A and B), thus demonstrating an irradiance-
encoding ability similar to that recently reported for RAC cells
in Rbp4-Cre mice (31). However, the two PAS4/5 subtypes
had different irradiance-encoding characteristics. Compared to
PAS4/5-2s, PAS4/5-1s displayed a higher steady-state firing rate
at all irradiance levels tested (Fig. 5 A and B). The steady-
state irradiance response curve of PAS4/5-1s had a steeper
dependence on irradiance and did not reach a saturation pla-
teau even at the highest irradiance level tested (1016.5 photons
cm−2 s−1), whereas that of PAS4/5-2s had a much shallower
irradiance dependence and reached a response plateau at
1015.5 photons cm−2 s−1 (Fig. 5B). The irradiance response ki-
netics was also different between the two PAS4/5 subtypes. In
response to a step increment in uniform irradiance, PAS4/5-1s
immediately increased their firing rates to a relatively stable,
irradiance-dependent level, whereas PAS4/5-2 cells increased
their firing rates to an initial peak level, followed by a gradual
decline in firing rate to a lower, irradiance-dependent, steady-
state level within 5 to 10 s (Fig. 5C). A comparison with the
reported irradiance-encoding properties of RACs (31) sug-
gested that the PAS4/5-2 had a closer resemblance to RACs
than PAS4/5-1s did.

Discussion
This study revealed a new synaptic pathway from GACs to PAS4/
5-1, thus providing one of the few examples of functionally
identified interamacrine microcircuits (5, 34). The presence of
this pathway was rather unexpected because GACs and PAS4/5s
ramified mainly at different IPL depths. Our results suggested
that the contacts between the distal dendritic tips of GACs and
the fine dendritic structures (spines and appendages) of PAS4/5-
1s, although infrequent, were specific and played a functional
role. The synapses from GACs to PAS4/5-1s were solely glyci-
nergic even though GACs are known to release both glutamate
and glycine, suggesting that GACs make segregated glycinergic
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indicate cells tested. (F) Comparison of visually evoked and optogenetically
evoked spike suppression in a PAS4/5-1. The first trace shows voltage re-
sponse to a 1-s visual (small spot) stimulation recorded under current clamp
(at resting potential), showing a transient, light-evoked spike suppression
associated with a membrane hyperpolarization. The second trace shows that
in the presence of an antagonist cocktail (L-AP4, ACET, and HEX), the same
cell was injected with a depolarizing current (50 pA) to evoke maintained
spikes that resembled the spontaneous spikes shown in the first trace in
control. The third trace shows optogenetic activation of GACs with a 1-s blue
light flash (under the same condition as that of the second trace) evoked a
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visually evoked sbc response seen in control (first trace). The fourth trace
shows that STR completely blocked the optogenetically evoked spike sup-
pression and membrane hyperpolarization.
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and glutamatergic outputs to separate postsynaptic circuits, as
with all of the ganglion cells so far identified as postsynaptic targets
of GACs (15, 16). However, it remains to be determined whether
there are other amacrine cell types, which receive both gluta-
matergic and glycinergic inputs from GACs. In the brain, neurons
expressing vGluT3 often corelease glutamate and a different
classic transmitter (35), such as acetylcholine, GABA, and sero-
tonin (36–38). While glutamate-GABA cotransmission has been
reported at vGluT2-expressing synapses from entopeduncular nu-
cleus to lateral habenula, functional evidence for cotransmission at
single vGluT3-expressing synapses is still lacking (37).
Because GACs have a small-center, strong-surround antago-

nistic receptive field structure and are sensitive to relative mo-
tion (12, 14), their glutamatergic output is expected to enhance
the contrast and motion sensitivity of their postsynaptic target
cells. On the other hand, the glycinergic output from GACs does
the opposite: it shapes a center-inhibitory, surround-disinhibitory
receptive field, which plays a crucial role in generating the sbc
trigger feature in PAS4/5-1 cells. A similar role of the glycinergic
input from GACs has been reported for UDs (15, 16). We also
identified a subpopulation of PAS4/5 cells that received only a

weak input from GACs. That the PAS4/5-2 subpopulation lacked
an obvious sbc receptive field structure, in turn, further supports
a critical role of GACs in shaping the sbc receptive field of PAS4/
5-1s. On the other hand, because the visually (small spot) evoked
inhibitory input to a PAS4/5-1 was often considerably larger in
amplitude than the total optogenetically evoked glycinergic input
from GACs (Figs. 2 and 3), it is likely that other amacrine cells,
especially other small-field amacrine cells, also contributed to the
center inhibitory input to and the sbc receptive field of PAS4/5-1s.
Our results demonstrated that the sbc trigger feature can be

generated in a retinal circuit presynaptic to ganglion cells,
suggesting that this form of visual processing occurs more
widely in the retina than previously thought. Suppression of
background firing by the onset and offset of a contrast change
in the receptive center (sbc) is considered one of the four
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fundamental trigger features regarding light response polarity
(20). It is distinct from the other three fundamental trigger
features (activation of firing by the onset, offset, and on-offset
of a contrast change, respectively). Similar sbc receptive field
properties have also been reported in dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus (39) and visual cortex (40), suggesting a basic trigger
feature in the central visual system. By building an sbc receptive
structure in an amacrine cell circuit upstream to retinal output
neurons, PAS4/5-1 cells may use this fundamental trigger fea-
ture to shape the receptive fields of multiple downstream cir-
cuits, thereby achieving more computational capabilities. For
example, in cells that receive a GABAergic input from PAS4/5-
1s, an sbc response of PAS4/5-1 cells may cause a transient
suppression of GABAergic inhibition (i.e., a disinhibition),
resulting in a transient excitatory response to local contrast
and/or relative object motion. Amacrine cells with PAS4/5-like
morphology have been shown to be electrically coupled to
other cells (41), including ipRGCs (31, 42, 43). In those gap
junction-coupled cells, an sbc response of PAS4/5-1s may lead
to a transient suppression of cell excitability. We also found
that PAS4/5-1s and PAS4/5-2s are irradiance detectors, with
different irradiance response properties. That GACs selectively
inhibit cells involved in encoding uniformity and luminosity is
intriguing and requires further investigation.
Finally, this study illustrates how crosstalk between different

amacrine cell classes enhances visual processing in the inner retina.
It is generally believed that narrow-field, diffusely stratified ama-
crine cells mediate local interactions across different IPL sublayers,

whereas wide-field amacrine cells mediate global lateral interactions.
Our results now demonstrate that the long-range output of PAS4/5-1
cells, which is tuned to spatially uniform and temporally sustained
illumination, can be effectively suppressed by the narrow-field in-
hibition from GACs, which is tuned to local contrast changes and
relative motion. This finding revealed a specific circuit mechanism,
through which a narrow-field amacrine cell regulates global retinal
activity as far as a millimeter away.

Materials and Methods
All animal procedures were performed in accordance with National Institutes
of Health guidelines. vGluT3-Cre/ChR2-YFP mice were generated by cross-
breeding vGluT3 Cre mice (strain: Tg(Slc17a8-icre)1Edw, JAX: 018147, Jackson
Laboratory; RRID: IMSR_JAX:018147) (9, 12) with ChR2-YFP mice (strain
B6;129S-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm32(CAG-COP4*H134R/EYFP)Hze/J, Jackson Laboratory;
RRID: IMSR_JAX: 012569). A flat-mount retinal preparation was prepared
under dim red light illumination and studied with optogenetic activation,
patch clamp recording, and two-photon imaging as previously described (12,
15, 32). Detailed materials and methods are described in SI Appendix.

Data Availability Statement. All relevant data are included in the manuscript
and SI Appendix.
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